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About This Game

The eyes are watching... and they're everywhere. Fans of the highly-rated Fear for Sale series will love their latest assignment as
journalist Emma Roberts. Statues are coming alive in the small town of Eastwood, and they're attacking! EleFun takes you on a
creepy adventure in this exciting hidden-object puzzle adventure game. Play a variety of hidden-object puzzles, including list
and silhouette. You've never had so many collectibles before, with post cards, toys, and many other objects to find throughout

the game.

See what our Beta testers had to say:
"I like this game. I especially liked the jigsaw puzzle option when I was stumped in an HO scene. The puzzles were not overly

difficult and the story held my attention." - Jiao, beta tester

"Outstanding graphics and gameplay. I just loved that I could interact with several items in each scene as well as all puzzles,
hidden object scenes and storyline. Looking forward to this little gem when it becomes available." - Kathy, beta tester

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won't find in the standard version. The Collector's
Edition includes:

Learn a shocking secret about a character's fate in the bonus game!
Earn special Achievements and find loads of collectibles

Enjoy soundtracks, wallpaper, and concept art
Get the available Strategy Guide
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This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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Title: Fear for Sale: City of the Past Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
EleFun Games
Publisher:
Big Fish Games
Franchise:
Fear for Sale
Release Date: 17 Sep, 2018
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It takes almost fifteen minutes before you even get to the first tank battle (which was quite atrocious in itself), before that it's
walking around and talking to people and a bad story. Did they think they were making the next Half-Life here? I just wanted
some quick tank action. Don't bother.. i really thought this game had multiplayer as i assumed the iphone version had one, so i
bought 2 copies. what a disappointment. other than that, good game for 5 bucks. Great platformer to play when you have some
spare time. Simple yet very fun and gives a challenge. Was trying to move a rock and hit myself with it and launched myself off
the map. 10/10. So ... I reinstalled steam. And when I came back to the game wgich I reinstalled too ... All my Skins , wins , and
stats were gone .... can somebody help me ?. Nice game. Has potential. Needs some polish. Maps. And more players.. I was
unsure to give it a try at first, then I install it and updated my sound, network and usb 3.0 drivers, after that I noticed
improvements in games. Great tool.
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This game is very much like a throwback to toejam and earl, but different. Alot of the same rules apply. I have MANY fond
memories of that game, so my hats off to the peeps who made this. My son and I have been faithfully watching Adventure Time
from the beginning of the series. My son thinks it's just a cool show while I, being and old man in my mid 30's, gets the D and D
references and many other adult themes. My opinion of the game is slighty biased. Hell, I even liked "explore the dungeon"
because the green fairies boosted imagination! And they said this is a kids show....... very ragey

. This game is actually more "Megaman X" than the "Metroidvania" claims. Stages are stand alone stages you can revisit at any
time once you complete them. A fun game either way and a bit challenging on Hard for boss fights until you get some super
powered items way later or respond incredibly well (or eat all your carrots).

Exploration and finding items among backtracking after you find abilities to find more items is really prevalent in this title. A
plus or minus for fans of those.

I only found a few of the lines to be funny from all its quirky dialogue. Some of the music was pretty great, too.

The driving stage is still kind of a pain, though. For the rest, they seem fun enough. More of a pain for achievements. It's easier
by difficulty, though.

As an ending note, leave at least one of all your food items if you want the collector achievement or you can play through it all
again... Nice and worth starter pack just dont buy this before you have gotten a little used to the game. No one's playing this
game
No controls settings
I cant pick Zombie mod
1/10
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